Cookie statement Fairbanks
In this cookie statement from Fairbanks B.V. and 42on B.V. (hereinafter jointly: “Fairbanks”)
we indicate which cookies are placed on our websites with domain names fairbanks.nl,
42on.com, openstack.nl and fairbanksinternationalgroup.com, by whom, for what purposes
and for how long they are stored.
A. Fairbanks.nl
Cookies from AddThis (cookie policy: https://www.oracle.com/nl/legal/privacy/addthisprivacy-policy.html):
Cookie name: _atuvs
a. From: AddThis
b. Purposes: This cookie is linked to the AddThis social sharing widget. Visitors
are therefore able to share content with other platforms such as LinkedIn,
Facebook and so on. Works together with the other AddThis cookies for social
sharing.
c. Retention period: Duration of the session
d. Type of cookie: Social media cookie
Cookie name: _at.cww
a. From: AddThis
b. Purposes: To be able to share content via social sharing platform. Works
together with the other AddThis cookies for social sharing.
c. Retention period: Persistent
d. Type of cookie: Social media cookie
Cookie name: _at-lojson-cache- #
a. From: AddThis
b. Purposes: To be able to share content via social sharing platform Addthis.
Works together with the other AddThis cookies for social sharing.
c. Retention period: Persistent
d. Type of cookie: Social media cookie
Cookie name: at-rand
a. From: AddThis
b. Purposes: To be able to share content via social sharing platform Addthis.
Works together with the other AddThis cookies for social sharing.
c. Retention period: Persistent
d. Type of cookie: Social media cookie

Cookie name: loc
a. Purposes: Geolocation, so that the general location of website visitors can be
determined (the exact location is not tracked).
b. Retention period: 13 Months
c. Type of cookie: Location cookie
Cookie name: uvc
a. Purposes: tracks how often AddThis encounters the same user.
b. Retention period: 13 Months
c. Type of cookie: Social media cookie
Cookie name: ecstasy
a. Purposes: Tracks user sharing of content
b. Retention period: 13 months
c. Type of cookie: Social media cookie
Cookies from LinkedIn (cookie policy: https://www.linkedin.com/legal/cookie-policy):
Cookie name: bcookie
a.
b.
c.
d.

From: LinkedIn
Purposes: Used by LinkedIn to track usage of the "embedded" services.
Retention period: 2 years
Type of cookie: tracking / social media cookie

Cookie name: bscookie
a.
b.
c.
d.

From: LinkedIn
Purposes: Used by LinkedIn to track usage of the "embedded" services.
Retention period: 2 years
Type of cookie: tracking / social media cookie

Cookie name: lidc
a.
b.
c.
d.

From: LinkedIn
Purposes: Used by LinkedIn to track usage of the "embedded" services.
Retention period: 1 day
Type of cookie: tracking / social media cookie

Cookie name: lissc
a.
b.
c.
d.

From: LinkedIn
Purposes: Used by LinkedIn to track usage of the "embedded" services.
Retention period: 1 year
Type of cookie: tracking / social media cookie

Cookie name: UserMatchHistory
a. From: LinkedIn
b. Purposes: Used to track visitors across multiple websites, to show relevant
ads based on visitor preferences.
c. Retention period: 29 days
d. Type of cookie: tracking advertising
Cookies from Google, Inc (cookie policy: https://policies.google.com/technologies/types?hl=nl):
Cookie name: NID
a. Purposes: Registers a unique ID that identifies a returning user's device. The
ID is used for ads based on the visitor's preferences.
b. Retention period: 6 months
c. Type of cookie: Tracking cookie
Cookie name: collect
a. Purposes: to keep information about the user's device and how the user uses
the website. Follows the user across different devices and marketing
channels.
b. Retention period: Duration of the session
c. Type of cookie: Tracking cookie
B. 42on.com
Cookies from Google, Inc (Cookie Policy: https://policies.google.com/technologies/types?hl=nl):
Cookie name: collect
a. Purposes: to keep information about the user's device and how the user uses
the website. Follows the user across different devices and marketing
channels.
b. Retention period: Duration of the session
c. Type of cookie: Tracking cookie

Cookie name: NID
a. Purposes: Registers a unique ID that identifies a returning user's device. The
ID is used for ads based on the visitor's preferences.
b. Retention period: 6 months
c. Type of cookie: Tracking cookie
C. Fairbanksinternationalgroup.com
This website only uses functional cookies.
D. OpenStack.nl
This website only uses functional cookies.

Disable and delete cookies
If you wish, you can disable and delete cookies via your browser. For more information, see
the Help function of your browser.
Processing of personal data
For more information about personal data that we process via cookies, you can consult our
privacy statement.

